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Introduction
Methodical approaches to predicting health risks which 

apply evolution models allow to assess health risk caused by 
various environmental factors including microbiological  for 
differentiated periods of exposure to them [1-4]. Modeling 
of health risk evolution is based on creation of models which 
describe accumulation of damage done by negative impacts 
exerted by environmental factors. Such modeling is performed 
via a technique in which damage parameter is given in a form 
of conventional differential equations for health damage 
evolution [5]. Contemporary development of risk assessment 
and calculation theory is determined by considering risks as 
a dynamic process which reflects accumulation of probable 
damage to the body organs and systems caused by various 
environmental factors influence.  

Health damage risk is given as a combination of occurrence 
probability and gravity:

                 .j j jR P g=  , where

jR   is health risk caused by j-th non-infectious disease;

jP   is j-th non-infectious disease probability;

jg   is j-th non-infectious disease gravity.

Evolution modeling made it possible to formalize predicting 
procedure for non-carcinogenic risk caused by chemical 
environmental factors and to give the evolution model as follows:
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where

jR  is risk of functional disorders in  j-th organ or system;

jα   is a coefficient which allows for evolution of functional 
disorders risk in  j-th organ or system due to natural causes;

ijβ   is a coefficient showing gravity of influence exerted by 
i-th chemical factor on evolution of functional disorders risks in 
j-th organ or system due to natural causes;

( )iij xF   is a function of influence exerted by i-th chemical 
factor on evolution of functional disorders risks in j-th organ or 
system;

ix   is i-th chemical factor exposure.

This fundamental model can be relevant for a number of other 
factors, for example, physical ones (noise and electromagnetic 
radiation) and lifestyle factors (smoking or alcohol abuse). 
However, modeling of risk caused by microbiological factors 
which lead to infectious diseases requires allowing for their 
certain peculiarities. Such peculiarities are as follows:

A. Microbiological factors cause infectious diseases while 
chemical ones can only influence their occurrence as they 
induce functional disorders in the body, including protective 
barriers disorders;
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B. Infectious diseases risk results from exposure to 
microbiological factors when the body barrier functions are 
damaged;

C. Negative effects caused by exposure to other factors 
are accumulated over time, and negative effects caused by 
most microbiological factors are generally not accumulated 
as functions recover actively after an infection is over.

Microbiological risks assessment has another distinctive 
feature as exposure in it is given as a probability that 
microorganisms can enter a recipient’s body in a dose which is 
higher than a minimal infective one. Up to now, microbiological 
hazard factors have not been included into health risk evolution 
modeling. But if interactions between microbiological and other 
hazard factors were taken into account in health risk prediction 
with the help of evolution models, it could make for creation of 
exposure scenarios which were closer to real life conditions and 
for more comprehensive health risk assessment. Fundamental 
methodical approaches stated in the paper are aimed at solving 
this task. 

Fundamental Methodical Approaches to Prediction 
of Risk caused by Microbiological and Other Hazard 
Factors Influence

Generally, probability of non-infectious diseases occurrence 
is a dynamic process; its rate depends on negative effects related 
to hazard factors influence and consequences of infectious 
diseases occurrence:

                 
( ), ,j Inf

j i k

dP
f P x P

dt
=  , where

jP   is  j-th non-infectious disease probability;

  ix  is exposure to i-th other factor;

  Inf
kP  is k-th infectious diseases probability.

Or it is given as evolution equation:
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α β γ φ= + +∑ ∑  , where

jP  is j-th non-infectious disease probability;

 jα  is a coefficient allowing for evolution of j-th non-
infectious disease probability due to natural causes;

ijβ   is a coefficient for influence exerted by i-th other factor 
on evolution of j-th non-infectious disease probability;

 ( )iij xf  is a function of influence exerted by i-th other factor 
on evolution of j-th non-infectious disease probability;

ix   is i-th other factor exposure;

 kjγ  is a coefficient for influence exerted by  k-th infectious 
disease on evolution of j-th non-infectious disease probability;

( ),Inf
kj k kP dφ   is a function of influence exerted by k-th 

infectious disease evolution of j-th non-infectious disease 
probability;

Inf
kP   is k-th infectious disease probability;

kd   is k-th microbiological factor exposure.

Infectious Disease Probability is Determined by 
Exposure To A Relevant Microbiological Factor and 
the State of the Body’s Barrier Functions
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 , where

( )0kk ddp >   is probability of k-th microbiological factor 
introduction in a  dose which is higher than a minimal infective 
one;

kd  is k-th microbiological factor exposure.

0kd  is a threshold value for k-th microbiological factor 
exposure.

 D  is the state of the body’s barrier functions.

Disorders in barrier functions are given by the following 
ratio:

          
( )i

i
iDiDD xfD

dt
dD ∑+= βα  , where

D   is the state of the body’s barrier functions;

Dα   is a coefficient allowing for evolution of the body 
barrier function state due to natural causes;

iDβ   is a coefficient for influence exerted by i-th other factor 
on evolution of the body barrier function state;

  ( )iiD xf  is a function of influence exerted by i-th chemical 
factor on evolution of the body barrier function state.

The given ratios make it possible to formalize additional risk 
calculation ( )in a form of models considering the probability 
of negative responses taking into account their severity under 
combined effects exerted by microbiological factors and other 
hazard factors. The risk characteristic includes the calculation 
of additional health risk values associated with the influence of 
the set of studied factors. The additional risk of health disorders 
associated with adverse effects of the individual environmental 
factors can be determined according to the formula:,
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b
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where b
tR   – additional risk of the health disorder j in the 

moment of time t.

To Evaluate the Risk Level, the Following Reduced 
Health Index is Calculated, That is Connected with 
the Factors Effects 
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The given risk index characterizes the probability of health 
disorders under the environmental impact and  taking into 
account the growth of the general health risk with the increase 
of exposure time.

Prospects and Conditions of Health Risk Prediction 
Allowing for Microbiological Hazard Factors in 
Evolution Models

The discussed approaches can be treated as the first 
attempt to give grounds for introduction of microbiological 
hazard factors into health risk assessment with the help of 
evolution models. Formulation of a hypothesis on participation 
which microbiological factors have in health risk occurrence 
and creation of fundamental approaches to assessment of 
health risk caused by microbiological factors allows to identify 
basic research trends which are necessary conditions for the 

development of these assumptions.

Nowadays the suggested approaches are greatly uncertain 
and if we want to decrease this uncertainty we need to clarify 
the nature and volume of functional disorders in organs and 
systems caused by infectious diseases; to detect quantitative 
parameters of evolution in the state of the body barrier function 
due to natural causes; to parameterize infectious diseases 
gravity dependence on a microbe agents dose for recipients 
with different body barrier functions state; to assess influence 
exerted by chemical, physical, and other factors on evolution of 
the body barrier function state.
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